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Source 1: Vayikra 16:1  

ר  ם ִלְפֵני־ 'הַוְיַדֵּב֤ ן ְּבׇקְרָבָת֥ י ֔מֹות ְׁשֵנ֖י ְּבֵנ֣י ַאֲהֹר֑ ה ַאֲחֵר֣ תּו׃   'ה ֶאל־ֹמֶׁש֔ ַוָּיֻמֽ  

'ה  spoke to Moses after the death of the two sons of Aaron who died when they drew too close to 
the presence of ה' . 

 

Source 2: Vayikra 10:1-3 

ֶרת יָה ְקֹט֑ ימּו ָעֶל֖ ׁש ַוָּיִׂש֥ יׁש ַמְחָּת֗תֹו ַוִּיְּת֤נּו ָבֵה֙ן ֵא֔ ב ַוֲאִבי֜הּוא ִא֣ ן ָנָד֨ ֲהֹר֠ י־ַא֠ יבּו ִלְפֵנ֤י  ַוִּיְק֣חּו ְבֵנֽ א ִצָּו֖ה   'הַוַּיְקִר֜ ֹ֦ ר ל ה ֲאֶׁש֧ ׁש ָזָר֔ ֵא֣
ם׃   ֹאָתֽ

Now Aaron’s sons Nadab and Abihu each took his fire pan, put fire in it, and laid incense on it; 
and they offered before  ה'  alien fire, which had not been enjoined upon them.  

ׁש ִמִּלְפֵנ֥י  ֵצא ֵא֛ תּו ִלְפֵנ֥י  'הַוֵּת֥ ם ַוָּיֻמ֖ אַכל אֹוָת֑ ֹ֣ ׃  'הַוּת  

And fire came forth from 'ה and consumed them; thus they died at the instance of 'ה.  

י אֶ   ן׃ֵלאֹמ֙ר ִּבְקֹרַב֣ ם ַאֲהֹרֽ ד ַוִּיֹּד֖ ם ֶאָּכֵב֑ ׁש ְוַעל־ְּפֵנ֥י ׇכל־ָהָע֖ ר   ָּקֵד֔ ן הּו֩א ֲאֶׁשר־ִּדֶּב֨ ל־ַאֲהֹר֗ ה ֶאֽ אֶמר ֹמֶׁש֜ ֹ֨ 'הַוּי  

Then Moses said to Aaron, “This is what ה'  meant by saying: Through those near to Me I show 
Myself holy, And gain glory before all the people.” And Aaron was silent. 



Iv. ]ewish Theological Respסnses to the H olocaust
A Critique 

There have been sסme notable Jewish theological responses that havecסrrectly grasped the centrality of the Holocaust to Jewish thought and faith. The two primary positions are polar. One witness upholds the

Irving Greenberg, "Cloud of Smoke, Pillar of Fire"
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Dialectical Faith, or "'Moment Faiths'י Fa;th is living life in the presence of the Redeemer, even when theworld is unredeemed. After Auschwitz, laith means there are limeswhen laith is overcome. Buber has spoken of "moment gods": God isknown only at the mסment when Presence and awareness are fused invital life. This knowledge is interspersed with moments when onlynatural, self-contained, rסutine existence is present. We now have tospeak of "moment Jaiths," moments when Redeemer and vision of redemption are present, interspersed with times when the /lames and smoke of the burning children blot out Eגith-though it llickers again.Such a moment is descזibed in an extraordinary passage of Night, asthe young boy sentenced to death but too light to hang struggles slowlyon the rope. Eliezer finally responds to the man asking, "Whereis God now?" by saying, "Here He is-He is hanging here on thisgallows ... "21 

This ends the easy dichotomy of atheist/theist, the confusion ofJaith with doctrine or demoמstration. It makes clear that laith is a liferespסnse of the who]e perso n to the Presence jn life and history. Like 
life, this response ebbs and /lows. The difference between the skepticand the believer is &equency of laith, and not certitude of position. Therejecםon of the unbeliever by the believer is literaJly the deniaJ סrattempted suppression of what is within oneseU: The ability to livewith moment Jaith is the ability to live with pluralism and without theself-/lattering, ethnocenbic solutions which warp religion, סr make it asסurce of hatred for the other. 

Wby Dialectica) Faith 1s Sti)I Possible THE PERSISTENCE OF EXODUS. Of course, the question may stillbe asked: Why is it not a pemוanent destruction of Jaith to be in thepresence of the murdered cmidren? One reason is that there are still moments when the reality of theExodus is reenacted and present. There are moments when a memberof the cסmmunity of Israel shares the reality of the child who was tohave been bricked into the wall but instead experienced the liberationand dignity of Exodus. (The reference here is to the rabbinic legendthat in Egypt, Jewish children were bricked into a wall if their parentsdid not meet their daily quota of bricldaying.) This happens even to
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V. Exןilorations in Post-Holocaust Theo"logical Models

Job and Renewed Divine Encounter 
What, then, are the theological models that could come to the fore in a post-Holocaust interpretation of the relationship between God and man? One is the model of Job, the righteous man from whom everything is taken: possessions, loved ones, health. lt is interesting that his wife proposes that Job "curse God and die"; his friends propose that he is being punished for his sins. Job rejects both propositions. (At the end, God specifically rebukes the fiiends for their "answer. ") The ending of the book, in which Job is restored and has a new wife and children, is of course unacceptable by our principle. Six million murdered Jews have not been and cannot be restored. But Job also offers us a different understanding. His suffering is not justified by God, nor is he consoled by the words about God' s majesty and the grandeur of the universe surpassing man's understanding. Rather, what is meaningful in Job's experience is that in the whirlwind the contact with God is restored. That sense of Presence gives the strength to go סn living in the contradiction. 27 The theological implications of Job, then, are the rejection of easy pieties סr denials and the dialectical response of looking for, expecting, further revelations of the Presence. This is the primary religious dimension of the rebom State of Israel for all religious people. When suffering had all but oveזwhelmed Jews and all but blocked out God's Presence, a sign out of the whirlwind gave us the strength to go on, and the right to speak authentically of God's Presence still. Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveichik has presented a related image, "the knock on the door" of history. The image is taken from the Song of Songs. Shulamit has been taken to the king's court, is separated from her lover for so long that she begins to waver and to doubt the reality of her past love. Suddenly there is a knock on the door. lt must be her beloved, but she hesitates to answer-she is too tired from the experi
ence of separation and defeat. Then the emotional realization that it may be her lover fires her and she goes to the door. By the time she does open the door, he is not to be seen (Song of Songs 5: 1 ff. ). The entire episode is so ambiguous that it can be dismissed as the reaction 
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Dr. Michael Wyschogrod is Chairman of the Depart
ment of Philosophy of Baruch College and a member 
of TRADITION'S Editorial Board. In this essay he 
offers a critique סf the views of Dr. Irving Greenberg 
on the rסle of The Holocaust in Jewish Theology. 

 ? AUSCHWITZ: BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA

 REFLECTIONS ON THE HOLOCAUST

 

Greenberg begins with a profoundly true diagnosis: "Both 
Judaism and Christianity are religions of redemption." Judaism 

•Published by Ktav, 1977 and edited by Eva Fleischner.
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teaches that God is in control of history and that it is His plan
to redeem Israel and mankind. The central prayer text of rab~
binic Judaism, the Eighteen Benedictions, speaks of little else
but the forms of redemption. God is the "shield of Abraham,"
He "resurrects the dead," "bestows knowledge," "heals the sick,"
"rebuilds Jerusalem" and so on. The Eighteen Benedictions are
in fact a good definition of the rabbinic understanding of re-

demption. Greenberg sees very clearly that the basic message
of Judaism is the good news that the God of Israel is a redeem-
ing God.

The holocaust, of course, clashes head-on with this conten-
tion. While six millon Jewish men, women and children were
being murdered, God was silent and did not redeem. At this
point there are two options available to the Jewish theologian.

He can conclude, as Richard Rubenstein did, that the message

of the God of Israel as a redeeming God can no longer be

preached. Judaism is, after all, a historical religion and not an
abstract philosophy. If it is historic events, particularly the Exo-
dus, which are the foundations of Israel's faith, then further

,
histoI'c events must be able to undermine that faith and the
holocaust, in Rubenstein's view, was eminently qualified to do
so. The other option is to pretend that nothing has happened.

The holocaust was not the first destructive event in Jewish his-
tory. In spite of the many destructive events that Jews have ex-
perienced, it can be argued, the Jewish faith in God as the re-
deemer has persisted and should persist even after the holocaust.

Greenberg refuses to accept either one of these options. He
will not accept the Rubenstein option because he believes that
the atheistic option leads to the deification of man aad the re-
moval of all constraints which are precisely the dev~lopments

that made the holocaust possible. But he also refuses to accept
the "Orthodox" view because it does not recognize the holocaust
as an "orienting event." Speaking of both Judaism and Chris-
tianity, Greenberg writes: "Failure to confront and account for
this evil, then, would turn both religions into empty, Pollyanna
assertions, credible only because believers ignore the realities
of human history." Greenberg's greatest anger is reserved for
those "Jews who have sought to assimilate the Holocaust to cer-
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tain unreconstructed traditional categories, to explain destruc
tion as a visitation for evil. '' T·hese "betray and mock the agony 
of the victims," they perform "the devil's work," are ''satanic" 
and "turn faithfulness into demonism. '' In short, both the athe
istic and "Orthodox" responses are unacceptable since "to use 
the catastrophe to uphold the univocal validity of any category 
is to turn it into grist for propaganda mills." The holocaust is 
incompatible with and ·has therefore undermined all world 
views, none of which retains any credi·bility, because Greenberg 
lays down the working principle tha·t "no statement, theological 
or otherwise, should be made that would not be credible in the 
presence of the burning children." Since this sentence is followed 
by 32 more pages of discussion it is safe to assume that Green
berg believes that what he has to say in those 32 pages remains 
"credible in the presence of the burning children." But what is 
Greenberg's position and by what merits is it able to pass this 
supreme test? 

The answer is "dialectical theology." While everything elsc 
fails, it succeeds. "The Holocaust," he writes, "offers us only 
dialectical moves and understandings-often moves that stretch 
our capacity to the limit and torment us with their irresolvable 
tensions." Stated plainly� dialectical living consists of holding 
opposite truths simultaneously and being torn apart in the · pro
cess of so doing. The clסsest Greenberg comes to defining his 
notion of the dialectical is to refer to a novel of Wiesel which 
tells of a J ewish prostitute named Sarah who began her career 
in the camps to satisfy German soldiers. After the war, she offers 
herself to a shy survivor boy without money. "You are a saint," 
he says. "You are mad," she shrieks. Wiesel concludes: "Who
ever listens to Sarah and doesn't change, whoever enters Sarah's 
world and doesn't invent new gods and new religions, deserves 
death and destructiס•n. Sarah alone has the right to decide what 
is good and what is evil, the right to differentiate between what 
is ·true and what usurps the appearance of truth." Greenberg 
explains that "Sarah's life of prostitution, religiously and morally 
negative in classic terms, undergoes a moral reversal of category. 
It is suffering sainthood in the context of her life and her ongoing 
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response to the Holocaust experience. Y et this scene grants us 
no easy Sabbatianism, in which every act that can wrap itself 
in the garment of the Holocaust is justified and the old categories 
are no longer valid. The ultimate ·tension of the dialectic is 
maintained, and the moral disgust which Sarah's life inspires in 
her (and Wiesel? and us?) is nסt סmitted either. The more we 
analyze the passage the more it throws us frסm pole to pole in 
ceaseless tension." Dialectical theology, as Greenיberg understands 
it, is therefore tension generated by two opposing tru·ths neither 
of which can be discarded. The result is that "there is no peace 
or surcease and no lightly grasped guide ·tס action in this world." 
While Greenberg does not say so, it is quite clear to me that 
dialectical living,. as understood by him, is descent into madness. 
If we were to continue to believe two weighty contradictory 
truths without making any effort to distinguish senses in which . 
each is true and thereby to resolve the contradiction, we could 
not remain sane fסr long. If we are dealing with truths of life 
rather than of pure theory, we will find ourselves engaging in 
cסntradictory actions since theסry and prac·tice in the case of 
important truths are related. We will then have to destroy what 
we build, undo what we do, hate wha·t we love and kill that to 
which we give life. Dialectical living is thus, as Greenberg points 
out, not a license to sin but a license tס sin while moaning with 
guilt. If it is dialectical thinking and living that the holocaust 
dictates then it dictates obligatory madness. Perhaps the holo
caust does dictate madness. Bu·t Greenberg is not mad. He just 
does not understand his own nסtion of dialectical thinking. 

While the term "dialectical theology" has been applied in this 
century to the work of Karl Barth, ·he has rejected it as inap
plicable to a theology based on God's free and gracious act of 
communion with man. The term "dialectical" is, of course; prop
erly applied to the thought of Hegel. Here it is an integral part 
of an evolu·tionary metaphysics in whic·h the clash of opposites 
energizes the system but in whic·h the oppositiסns in question 
do not remain in perpetual conflict but are transformed into 
higher unities which ultimately are absorbed in·to the undiffer
entiated oneness of the Absolute. It was against this grandiose 
synthesis of reason that Kierkegaard hurled his momentous chal-
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lenge of Either/Or (the title of one or his most important works).
The human being cannot escape choice. Perhaps from God's
point of view all opposites will be resolved and there is a final
synthesis. But that is not true of the human condition. As beings
who are finite, we are faced with choices and we cannot evade
the need to choose either by Hegelian fantasies or by a perman-
ent state of maximum tension in which opposites are evenly bal-
anced while the individual presides over his psychological de-
mise. Such a stance is either totally self-destructive or disingenu-
ous and therefore unacceptable in either of its tnodes.

Greenberg's dialectical theology is then not a third option in

addition to the atheistic conclusion of Rubenstein and the con-
tinuing faith of the believers. He realizes that he must face the
question of faith. Can one have faith in a redeeming God after
Auschwitz? He does not say one can nor does he say one cannot.
Instead, he turns to time for a solution. After Auschwitz only
"moments of faith" are possible. "We now have to speak of
'moments of faith/ moments when Redeemer and vision of re-
demption are present, interspersed with times when the flames
and smoke of the burning children blot out faith-though it
flckers again.~' As a description of a psychological state, this
diagnosis is quite plausible. We all have questions with respect to
which we cannot make up our minds. In some instances this
expresses itself in a fairly even level of agnosticism. When faced
with a problem where the evidence is more or less equally bal-
anced, we find ourselves in a state of doubt. Or, somewhat less
evenly, we might vacillate from one belief to the other, believing
one thing at one time and another at another time. But surely
such vacillation is not a theological position. It is a report of a

state of mind but not of a position held. A person who is in
doubt about a matter or who vacillates from one belief to its
opposite must concede that the truth cannot be in doubt or vacil-
lated. The truth is what it is; doubt or vacillation are subjective

states to which we are all entitled but which. is not a thirdposi-
tion in addition to the yes and no stances. If the Rubenstein

position is false then things are not improved by holding R uben-
stein's position on ä part-time basis and if the position of faith
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is false then it, too, is not improved by reduction to part-time
status. The person who is part-time Rubenstein and part-time
believer manages to acquire the diffculties of both positions and
the advantages of neither.

In fact, of course, Irving Greenberg is not a part-time believer
and a part-time doubter. He does not observe every second Sab-

bath. He does not provide half of his children with a Jewish edu-
cation while denying it to the other half. He does not observe
the laws of kashrut on even days and disobey them on odd
days. In fact, one of the points on which he insists most is that
a person should be judged by his actions and not his spoken be-
liefs. "Thus, the atheist," he writes, "who consistently shows

reverence for the image of God, but denies that he does so be-
cause he is a believer in God, is revealed by the flames to be one
of the thirty-six righteous-the hidden righteous, whom Jewish
tradition asserts to be the most righteous, those for whose sake
the world exists." By these standards, what are we to say of a
Jew who observes every Sabbath, gives all his children a Jewish
education, observes the laws of kashrut at all times and con-

sistently recites the prayers in the prayer book and then tells us
that he has only moments of faith? We are entitled to say to him,
as I make bold to say to Irving Greenberg now, that his faith
is more than momentary and that he is a better theologian in life
than in word. We must thank God that, in fact, the holocaust
has not destroyed his faith. In spite of all his fulminations against
those whose faith has remained intact after Auschwitz, the truth
is that every time a Jew encounters the holocaust and loses his
faith, the holocaust has claimed one more Jewish victim and
every time a Jew encounters the holocaust-he must encounter
it, otherwise he does not belong to the nation-and continues
to bless God who is the "shield of Abraham," "heals the sick,"
"resurrects the dead" and "rebuilds Jerusalem" he defeats Hitler
and carries out the legacy of the dead. Those who perished at
the hands of the Nazi murderers did not wish the demise of Ju-
daism. They did not wish for us to obliterate Jewish prayer by
refusing to speak of God as the redeemer of IsraeL. They wished
the service in the synagogue to continue, the ancient words to
be recited as they had recited them and as they had heard their
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loved ones recite them. There is no need to fulminate against those
who continue to do so, in spite of all the questions to which we
have no answers.

Jewish faith means this: to believe that God wil fulfill His
promises even though the evidence seems to suggest that He wil
not do so. The first mention of faith occurs in Gen. 15: 6:
"Abram put his faith in the Lord and the Lord counted this faith
to him as righteousness." This statement occurs immediately

after Abraham's complaint (v. 3) "Thou hast given me no chil-
dren and so my heir must be a slave born in my house." God's

reply to Abraham's complaint is simple (v. 5): "He took Abra-
ham outside and said, 'Look up into the sky, and count the stars
if you can. So many,' He said, 'shall your descendants be.'"
Earlier (13: 16), God had promised "I wil make your descend-
ants countless as the dust of the earth; if anyone could count the
dust upon the ground, then he could count yöur descendants."

And then God permi tted old age to creep over Abraham and
Sarah and they did not have one child. When Abraham com-
plains, God repeats the promise, changing the metaphor from
the dust of the earth to the stars of the heaven. God reiterates
His promise to Abraham as if He were saying: "Trust in me,
if I have promised it, it wil happen, though you cannot see how
I could possibly bring it about." It is at this point that we are
told (15:6) of Abraham's faith which God counted as right-
eousness. Faith here clearly means to believe that God will ful-
fill his promise though no human being can see how He can
do it. And that same faith of Abraham is demonstrated when,
after miraculously giving a child to Abraham and Sarah in their
old age, God commands Abraham to sacrifice this miraculously
conceived child. Surely Abraham must have asked himselÎ how
God could keep His promise if he were to sacrifice Isaac. But
Abraham trusts God and believes He wil fulfill His promise even
if Isaac is killed. Jewish faith is therefore from its inception be-
lief that God can do what is humanly inconceivable. In our age,
this involves believing that God wil fufill His promise to redeem
Israel and the world in spite of Auschwitz. Can I understand how
this is possible? I cannot. And I especially cannot understand
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how God can ever make it up to those who perished in the holo-
caust. But with Abraham, I believe that He will do so. Is this
an obscene belief? Does it make light of the suffering of the
murdered? In a way, I suppose, it does, certainly from the human
point of view. But God can and wil do it. He is not bound by
what is humanly possible. He has promised to redeem us and He
will do so.

For countless centuries Jews have blessed God "who heals the
sick of his people IsraeL." They have recited this blessing after
coming home from the burial of a loved one, one of the sick
of the people of Israel whom He did not heaL. For centuries
Jews have blessed God who "builds Jerusalem." And Jerusalem
was not being built. It was desolate, the domicile of jackals.
The clear evidence of the eyes was that God was not building
Jerusalem. Nevertheless, Jews recited the blessing because God
had promised to build Jerusalem and if He had promised, then
it was as good as money in the bank. (I once used this metaphor
with Karl Barth when he said to me that Jews have only the
promise while Christians have the promise and the fulfillment.
Overcome by the banking atmosphere of Basle, where the con-
versation took pláce, I replied: "Professor Barth, with a human
being it is one thing to have his promise, another the fulfillment.
He riiay die before he is able to carry it out. Or he may change
his mind. Or he may be unable to do so. But with God it is
different. When He promises something,. it is like money in the
bank. Therefore, if Jews have the promise, we have the fulfill-
ment and if we do not have the fulfillment, we do not have the
promise." He thought for a while and replied: "You know, I
have never thought of it that way.") If human eyes did not see.
Jerusalem being rebuilt, then this only demonstrated the limits
of human vision, not the non-reliabilty of God's promises. God
heals the sick of Israel and if someone I love has just died, then
God stil heals the sick of IsraeL. Perhaps in some other sense
than the one I had in mind. Perhaps at another time. Or perhaps
I just don't know. how. But God heals the sick of IsraeL.

It therefore follows that the position of faith has always been
an obscenity. Faith has always clung to a trust that was not war-
ranted by the standards of plausibility and the givens of the
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observable world. Perhaps Irving Greenberg would find it ob-
scene to visit a child dying of cancer and to tell him and his family
that God is watching over him and that nothing bad can happen
to him because God is with him. But should this message be
withheld from the child and his family if one believes it to be
true? One who delivers such a message does not offer his own
wisdom or discovery.. He repeats the promise that God and not
he has delivered. It is true that there is a period of intense mourn-
ing when the dead has not yet been buried, when it is forbidden
to comfort the mourner. But that is a very brief period and per-
haps that is why Jewish law demands the burial of the dead as
soon as possible. Once the dead is buried the mourner is obligated
to recite the Eighteen Benedictions with its proclamation of the
redeeming God.

But we must not get carried away with ourselves. Greenberg
does not simply deny the standpoint of faith. "Faith," he writes,
"is a moment of truth, but there are moments when it is not true.
This is certainly demonstrable in dialectical truths, when in-
voking the truth at the wrong moment is a lie." He continues:
"Tell the children in the pits they are burning for their sins. An
honest man-better, a decent man-would spit at such a God
rather than accept this rationale if it were true. If this justifica-
tion is loyalty, then surely treason is the honorable choice. If
this were the only choice, then surely God would prefer atheism."

But we must not stop thinking, in spite of the intensity of
Greenberg's emotion. There are some truths which are true at
one time and not at another. The statement that someone is in
a certain city may be true at one hour and false at another. But
the statement that the Jews who died in the holocaust did so
bècause of their sins is either true or false. Greenberg is pre-
pared to spit at God if it is true. But is there any other explana-
tion-except, perhaps, the powerlessness of God which he does

not mention-that would not cause him to spit at God? The
statement that God will redeem the suffering of the holocaust
is either true or false. It cannot be true at one time and false at
another. There may be a time when it is psychologically inap-
propriate to remind someone of a truth. But even if this Is so,
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it does not thereby cease to be true. One doe~ not speak, the
proverb says, of rope in a hung man's house. It nevertheless re-
mains true that the hung man was hung. The position of faith
is therefore either true or false. Greenberg cannot duck this
choice. He can, of course, say that he does not know whether
it is true or false. But he cannot say, what he attempts to say,
that it is true sometimes and false at other times. The God of
Israel either exists or He does not exist. He does not exist some
of the time and not exist at other times. At times the evidence

may be overwhelming that he does exist, at other times that he
does not. But that is a variation in the evidence and not in the
existence of God. Psychologically, Greenberg's position is un-
derstandable. He is furious at God for the holocaust and he is
a believing Jew. Both of these matter a great deal to him. He is
unprepared to give up either of these deeply held commitments.
He therefore invents the idea of dialectical theology which he
imagines will permit him to maintain contradictory commit-

ments. But the word "dialectical" does not make possible what
is intellectually impossible.

There is one other factor that is significant: the influence of
Eli WieseL. Wiesel, in fact, is intellectually very much in the
same situation as Greenberg. But he has one advantage over

Greenberg: as a writer of fiction rather than a theologian, he is
under no obligation to arrive at a position. It is suffcient for him
to depict the spiritual and psychological turmoil of hischarac-
ters. Greenberg, on the other hand, attempts to weave Wiesel's

fiction into an intellectually defensive position without grasping
the difference between literature and theology. The fact that
Greenberg cites Wiesel's story of the prostitute who is a holocaust
victim in defining his notion of the dialectical reveals the origin
of his ideas. While from time to time Wiesel flirts with theology,
he is clear-minded enough to let his stories speak for themselves
without additional explanations from him. It may be that Green-
berg would also not be comfortable at being classified as a theo-
logian of the holocaust. But since he does not satisfy himself
with telling the story of the holocaust but attempts to assess its
significance for the current religious situation, a number of con-
ceptual criteria are applicable to him which are not applicable
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great events on which the faith of Israel is founded are divine
acts of salvation: the election of Abraham, the Exodus, the con-
quest of the land, etc. These events, interpreted by the word of
God, establish God as a redeeming God and constitute the foun-
dation of Israel's faith in the coming redemption. As God has
redeemed us in the past, so will he redeem us in the future. There
isa kind of primitive induction at work here except that it is an
induction which ignores contrary instances. God's acts of anger
do not enter into the induction. They are not denied nor are they
ignored. The Bible records them with great care and attention.
But they are never equated with God's saving acts. Fundamental-
ly, God is a redeemer. His anger is fleeting. Once it passes, His
love which had never gone out of existence but only out of sight
reasserts itself and the reality of redemption returns. The festivals
of Israel which celebrate the revelational events that are at the

foundation of Judaism do not deal with God's destructive acts
but his saving acts. There are rabbinically enacted days of mour-
ing which remember non-saving acts in Jewish history. But these
cannot be equated with the festivals nor with the Sabbath which
celebrates the first saving act of God, the creation of the world.
The Past Day of the 9th of A v is not one of the pilars of J u-
daism. But Passover, Shavuot, Sukkot and the Sabbath are
such pillars because they teach that the God of Israel is a saving
God.

Putting aside the absence of prophecy, what would the holo-
caust as a revelational event reveal? That God is evil? That He
does not care about what happens to His people? That He pun-
ishes His people when they disobey Him? This last message

Greenberg has already said he finds intolerable and wishes not
to hear. What else r.,ould the holocaust reveal ? Nothing. If the
holocaust were a revelational event, it would reveal the power
of the devil over God and that is not a revelation I wish to hear.
And here we come to the crux of the matter. Inserted at the heart
of Judaism as a revelational event comparable to Sinai, the holo-
caust will necessarily destroy Judaism and give Hitler the pos-
thumous victory we all wish to deny him. Greenberg thinks he
can play with "moments of faith" and keep Judaism intact. We
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have already seen that his Judaism remains intact only because
he does not carry out his "moments of faith" theology but, in-
stead, on the level of action, remains a full-time observant Jew.
Were he more consistent, the destructive potential of his theology
would become fully apparent. While his lack of consistency is
here a \'irtue, it must not cause us to overlook the profound de-
ficiency of his theology. The holocaust has no place in the inner
sanctum of Judaism. It is not an event of revelation. It stands
on the sidelines and mocks the true revelations of Judaism. In
speaking of its perpetrators, the Jewish folk spirit applies the
expletive yemah shemam (may their names be obliterated): The
Jewish hope is that those who perpetrated the holocaust not be
remembered. With revelational events the opposite is the hope
so that everything is done to remember and reenact them. The
ultimate triumph over the perpetrators of the holocaust is their
disappearance from the memory of the Jewish people. Pre-messi-
anically, this is of course, impossible. The holocaust must be re-
membered as is the destruction of the Temple. But no one con-
siders the destruction of the Temple a revelational event and
no one should so consider the holocaust.

There is finally the question of what lessons are to be drawn
from the holocaust. This is intertwined with the question of what
the holocaust, as revelation, reveals. We have seen that, as far as
can be made out, the revelation of the holocaust is that only
moments of faith are possible which is the actual message of
Greenberg's dialectical theology. But the holocaust also teaches
Greenberg a lesson: "The lesson of Auschwitz is that no human
being should lack a guaranteed place to flee again, just as tiie
lesson of the Exodus was that no runaway slave should be turned
back to his master (Deut. 23: 16)." Elsewhere, he phrases this

point thus: "Out of the Holocaust experience comes the demand
for redistribution of power. The principle' is simple. No one
should ever have to depend again on anyone else's good will or
respect for theIr basic security and right to exIst." By saying this,
Greenberg aligns himself with the poor and the underprivileged
of the world who are demanding the redistribution of power
Greenberg alludes to. Dialectical holocaust theology thus con-
cludes with a deeply moral conclusion and therefore, to some
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degree at least, not everything has been in vain. Properly Inter-
preted, the holocaust will lead to a better world for all. Whether
Greenberg considers these lessons parts of the revelation of the
holocaust is hard to say. But that there are lessons to be learned
from the holocaust is perfectly clear.

I cannot agree that there are any sane lessons to be drawn from
the holocaust. The holocaust was such an event of total evil that
only insane lessons can be drawn from it. One such possibility
is suicidal pacifism. The violence of the holocaust can generate
a totally undifferentiated horror at violence such as to leave the
victim vulnerable to easy destruction by anyone less inhibited.
Or, conversely, the holocaust can destroy all moral inhibitions
by demonstrating the impotence of morality in the face of total
eviL. The truth is that both of these conclusions are implied by
the holocaust and that they are both deeply insane and destruc-

tive conclusions. Most of us, being sane, are neither pacifists nor
without moral inhibitions altogether. We believe that violence
is justified under certain circumstances and unjustified under
others. The very sanity of this view marks it as not born of the
holocaust. If fully encountered, the holocaust must drive us in-
sane. When Greenberg speaks of a "redistribution of power," he
means this either as a sane or as an insane policy. As a sane
policy, it amounts to a reduction in the relative disparities in
power by a series of small and tentative steps but by no means
the abolition of all inequalities of power. Read more seriously,
it is a prescription for maximum violence on the part of those
without power. Since disparities in power will continue to exist,
the Greenberg program could imply a doctrine of permanent

revolution doomed to permanent failure. It is impossible for hu-
man beings to coexist if no one can ever depend for his security
on anyone else. Instead of buying guns, I depend on the police
for my security. Is Greenberg arguing that I should not do so?
Perhaps I ought not to trust the police. Perhaps, at the moment
of need, they will turn against me and those I love. If this Is what
Greenberg is saying as a result of his analysis of the holocaust,
I could not blame him for it. Nor could I blame him if he under-
took to deprive policemen of their guns, having been made sick
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by the very sight of guns. In short, I could not blame Greenberg
if the holocaust drove him out of his mind. In fact, I am more
than a little ashamed that the holocaust has not driven me but
of my mind. The fact is that neither Greenberg nor I is insane
and, in the final analysis, this is as it should be.

Recently, I attended the wedding of the daughter of a Warsaw
Ghetto survivor to the son of another survvor. The blessings

spoke of the creation of man in the image of God, of the joy of
the childless woman whom God has made fertile and whose sons
are gathered about her and of the joyous sounds of grDoms and
brides in the cities of Judah and the streets of Jerusalem. There
was great joy at that wedding. There was, of course, also the
sense of absence of all those who should have been there but
were not. They were not forgotten by any means. But the re-
deeming God of Israel was also not forgotten. If, after the holo:-
caust, we have children who, in turn, beget children, if we can
smile and laugh at jokes and satisfy our normal human appe-
tites, if, in short, we have not gone mad, it is because we trust
in the God of our fathers. He will reward those who have per-
ished and punish those who committed the eviL. He watches over
this nation even when it does not seem so. We believe this fairly
steadily and not only for moments.
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